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 On the above-mentioned subject, the staff of “Beacon Lights” asked me to express a few 

thoughts. 

 There appears to be considerable interest in this subject at present, for the Rev. Heys 

writes about it, too, in “The Standard Bearer.” I would like to refer our young people to his 

articles, for he writes about the sabbath from a practical viewpoint and his articles deserve our 

attention.  

 The staff asked me, in writing on the sabbath, to bear in mind some concrete, practical 

questions such as: What is the best and most proper way to spend the sabbath? How shall we 

celebrate the first day of the week as young people or with the family? What shall we do on 

Sunday in our vacations when, perhaps, we are away from home and from our home church? 

 Of course, these questions can only be answered after we have, first of all, attempted to 

understand what is the idea of the sabbath and for what purpose the Lord has given it to His 

people. 

 This question I can, in the light of Scripture, answer in one word: REST. 

 This is the meaning of the very word sabbath. 

 Rest was the idea of the sabbath as God originally instituted it, the sabbath of creation. 

On the seventh day God rested from all His work which He had made, Gen. 2:2. For that reason 

God blessed and sanctified that day, Gen. 2:3. The same idea is expressed in the fourth 

commandment. In Lev. 23:3 the seventh day is called the sabbath of rest. And a comparison of 

Ps. 95 with Hebrews 4 yields the same result. The author of the epistle to the Hebrews applies 

the text from Psalm 95 directly to the sabbath, to the final rest that remains for the people of 

God. The sabbath, therefore, is God’s rest. And we are admonished to labor in order to enter into 

that rest. Heb. 4:11. 

 However, the further question is not superfluous: what is rest? 

 To this question we may reply, negatively, that rest is by no means the same as complete 

idleness, as refraining absolutely from all activity. The two are not the same. Idleness is 

condemned in Scripture as sinful. Besides, it is really impossible for man to cease completely 

from any kind of labor or activity. Even though he may appear to repose as far as his body is 

concerned, his soul is still very active, thinking and willing, planning and desiring. Nor is it even 

the purpose of the sabbath to refrain from all physical labor and, in this sense, to esteem one day 

above another. The mother in a family, for instance, still takes care of her family, washes and 

dresses her small children, prepares meals and washes dishes. The farmer has his chores on 

Sunday as well as on any other day. To consider the sabbath as a day of physical idleness in 

which we may not do any work at all is phariseeism. Besides, one may well spend his Sunday 

without any physical activity and, at the same time, crowd the day with his own sinful work. 

 The sabbath is the rest of God. 

 It is a covenant idea. 

 God always rests, yet He is never idle. From eternity to eternity He is an ever-active God. 

For He is the living God. He lives the life of perfect covenant fellowship. From eternity to 

eternity He gives, as Father, life to the Son, yet this act of generating the Son is eternally finished 

and perfect. Eternally the Son is generated and receives life from the Father, yet in perfect rest 

the Son eternally loves the Father. Constantly the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and from 



the Son, yet this procession is eternally finished. God never labors or toils. Eternally He is a God 

of rest. Ever He rejoices in the rest of entering into His own covenant life of friendship. And it is 

this ever-active covenant life of friendship that is God’s sabbath, his eternal and perfect rest.  

 Let us always, and more especially on the weekly sabbath, when we do not have to be 

occupied with our every toil and labors, labor to enter into that rest! 

 For God has prepared a rest for His people in Christ Jesus our Lord, a rest that is a 

creaturely reflection and realization of His own rest, a reflection of His own covenant life and 

fellowship of friendship. That is the rest that remaineth for the people of God. 

 Into that rest Christ entered for us as the Captain of our salvation, and by faith in Him, 

we, too, enter into the same rest, now in principle and presently in everlasting perfection. It is a 

rest from sin and corruption unto righteousness and holiness; it is a rest from our own lie unto the 

truth of God; it is a rest from the death in which we lie by nature unto eternal life and light and 

glory. 

 This rest we enter by faith every day, but the weekly sabbath is designed by God for His 

people as a preparation for this sabbathic life of every day in the midst of the world. 

 Every day we are called to live the sabbathic life, but on the weekly sabbath, we have a 

vacation from our daily toil and struggle which God purposes to use as a means to strengthen our 

faith for the daily battle. 

 For this reason, the sabbath of the New Testament day is first and the days of labor 

follow. On the sabbath we celebrate the day when Christ entered into His rest, the day of His 

resurrection from the dead. 

 The Adventist is in error. 

 Every day we have, by faith in Christ, a foretaste of the final rest that remaineth for the 

people of God, but the weekly sabbath is designed by God in order that we may have that 

foretaste in a special sense. 

 If we understand this idea of the sabbath, it will not be difficult for us to answer the 

question ourselves: what shall we do on the sabbath? 

 Then we will understand that, also in regard to the fourth commandment, we are not 

under the law, but under grace, and that the law for us is not an outwardly binding code of 

precepts, but the law of perfect liberty. 

 Then we will no longer consider the weekly sabbath as a day that, as such, is holier than 

any other day and that to refrain from our daily labor on that day has any special merit or 

religious value in the sight of God. And then, too, we will not always ask the anxious question: 

what may we do or not do on the sabbath? For then we will understand that it is our calling to 

fight the good fight of faith every day and that the vacation on the weekly sabbath is designed for 

us by God to prepare us for that battle. 

 For the sabbath is made for man, not man for the sabbath! 

 However, although we do not esteem one day above another, if we understand this idea 

of the sabbath, we will thankfully receive that first day of the week and its vacation from our 

daily labor and toil as a gift of God to us and observe it in such a way that we fill it as much as 

possible with the things of the Kingdom of heaven and of God’s eternal covenant. The 

observance of the sabbath is a deeply spiritual matter that can be realized only by the believer 

that professes, in word and deed, that he is a stranger in the earth and that he looks for the city 

that has foundations, whose builder and maker is God. 

 That believer will not desecrate the sabbath! 



 He will not fill the day with all kinds of lust and pleasure and become, especially on the 

sabbath, worldly-minded. 

 On the contrary, he will diligently seek the communion of saints in the church of which 

he is a member. He will delight himself in hearing the pure preaching of the Word and in the 

celebration of the sacraments. He will not become a “oncer” but attend public worship as often 

as possible. He will do so wherever he may be, even when he is on vacation. And if it happens 

that he should be somewhere where he cannot find a church of his own denomination, he should 

try to discover in what church the gospel of Christ is still most purely proclaimed and attend it. 

 At home, in the family circle, it is a good custom, especially on the sabbath, to rehearse 

the sermon and to discuss it among one another. 

 Besides, whether we are at home or on our vacation, we can busy ourselves with many 

things that pertain to the kingdom of God. We can turn on the radio and listen especially to our 

own program and thus receive spiritual food. We can study our Bible lesson for our society 

gatherings during the week. And thus we might be busy with spiritual matters on the sabbath 

day. I do not have to enumerate them for you. 

 The sum of the matter is: the sabbath is not designed for recreation; not even merely for 

resting from our daily labors, but for the purpose that we should concentrate on the things of 

God’s covenant, so that it might have a sanctifying influence on our whole life in the midst of the 

world, and that we might have a foretaste of the rest that remained for the people of God. 
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